Homework Assignment 1

(100 points)

Assigned Date: Wednesday, September 9, 2013
Due Date: 4:00 PM Monday, September 16, 2013

Educational Goal

Become familiar with a real-world Artificial Intelligence application.

Requirements

• Select one application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) of your choice and provide the following information in HTML code to be complied as a complete list for the whole class:
  o Name of this AI application
  o 5 sentences description of AI components used in this application
  o URL of an existing online article for more detailed explanation of this AI application
  o Your name

Here are the HTML code snippets
<tr><td><a href="URL"> application name</a></td><td>method</td><td>your name</td></tr>

Submission Requirements

1. Email TA Chinmay Wanpal chinmay.wanpal001@umb.edu the completed html code snippets with subject “CS 470/640 hwk1”.